Designing a Data Visualization Dashboard for Pre-Screening Hong Kong Students with Specific Learning Disabilities
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ABSTRACT
Students with specific learning disabilities (SLDs) often experience reading, writing, attention, and physical movement coordination difficulties. However, in Hong Kong, it takes years for special education needs coordinators (SENCOs) and special-ed teachers to pre-screen and diagnose students with SLDs. Therefore, many students with SLDs missed the golden time for special interventions (i.e., before six years old). In addition, although there are screening tools for students with SLDs in Chinese and Indo-European languages (e.g., English and Spanish), they did not provide a student data visualization dashboard that could help teachers speed up the pre-screening process. Therefore, we designed a new visualization dashboard for Hong Kong SENCOS and special-ed teachers to assist them in pre-screening students with SLDs. Our formative study showed that our current design met teachers’ need to quickly identify a student’s specific under-performing tasks and effectively collect evidence about how the student was affected by SLDs. Future work will further test the efficacy of our design in real life.
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1 INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND
Specific learning disabilities (SLDs) affect how people process and learn language-based information [21], but they do not affect people’s intelligence quotient [20]. As a result, SLDs can significantly impact learning skills and the acquisition of literacy skills [30, 33]. SLDs are used to cover a range of frequently co-occurring learning difficulties, most commonly known as dyslexia (reading), dysgraphia (writing), and dyspraxia (physical co-ordination) [2]. Research [6] suggested that students with SLDs who receive special interventions during the golden time (i.e., before six years old) can develop better learning skills as they grow up.

To help special education students, including those with SLDs, Hong Kong Education Bureau has recruited special education needs coordinators (SENCOs) and special-ed teachers for public schools since 2017 [4]. However, because of the limited number of SENCOS and special-ed teachers, one special-ed faculty has to support nearly one thousand students. In this case, many students with SLDs in Hong Kong have to wait over 2 to 3 years to finish their assessment [9, 22].

To help the Hong Kong special-ed faculty speed up assessing their students, Fung et al. [10] developed an automatic pre-screening tool for dyslexia in Chinese, dysgraphia in Chinese, and dyspraxia. Fung et al.’s pre-screening tool collected valuable student data, including correctness rate, answer time, handwriting process, and the video of the student interacting with the touchscreen. Teachers can analyze the data to understand why the student’s performance is below average and what difficulties the student encountered. However, it is still quite time-consuming for special-ed teachers to analyze the raw data.

Currently, the student data dashboards of existing pre-screening tools [3, 8, 12, 29] only provide student performance statistics. For example, the dashboard of Dyscreen Dyslexia Screener [29] only provides individual student performance scores and scores compared with the student’s related age group. If we were to adopt the existing student data dashboard designs, teachers would have faced...
the same problem: They cannot efficiently analyze and understand students’ performance with SLDs.

Therefore, our work aims to design a new student data visualization dashboard that processes the raw data collected by Fung et al.’s pre-screening tool [10]. Without collecting the raw data of handwriting and videos, special-ed teachers cannot discover how exactly the student’s performance was affected by SLDs. Therefore, although our dashboard visualizes the raw data provided by Fung et al.’s tool, it is potentially helpful for any pre-screening tools designed to meet special-ed teachers’ needs. Our tool allows special-ed teachers to quickly narrow down the list of students who might have SLDs in Chinese from thousands of student records and efficiently gather evidence that indicates how the students were affected by SLDs. To verify whether our design meets our goals and improves our design, we conducted a formative study with two SENCOs, one special-ed teacher, and one special-ed student-teacher. The study showed that our current design met special-ed teachers’ need to quickly identify a student’s specific under-performing tasks and effectively collect evidence about how the student was affected by SLDs. Our future work will test the efficacy of our dashboard design in special-ed teachers’ daily jobs. We will also explore how our design may benefit SLDs pre-screening for other languages (e.g., Indo-European languages such as English).

2 DASHBOARD DESIGN

The design of our tool consists of 4 panels (as shown in Figure 1): (1) an overview of all students’ tests performance (Panel 1) for the teacher to quickly narrow down the list of students who might have SLDs; (2) overview of a selected student’s test performance (Panel 2) for the teacher to identify the specific under-performing tests quickly; (3) performance statistics of individual questions in a test (Panel 3) for the teacher to identify which question to look into; (4) student performance when the student answered the question (Panel 4) for the teacher to investigate how the student was affected by SLDs. Each one of the panels is designed based on a design requirement by our target users. In the following paragraphs, we will elaborate on each design requirement.

**Design Requirement 1:** The system should help teachers narrow down the list of students who might have SLDs in Chinese. SENCOs and special-ed teachers in Hong Kong need to care for around a thousand students. They need an assistive tool to quickly narrow down the list of students who might have SLDs. Many pre-screening tools [1, 7, 12, 18, 19, 32] provide information about which students potentially face mild, moderate, or severe learning difficulties. Therefore, we designed Panel 1, which allows teachers to filter the student records by choosing the options of four learning difficulty levels: acceptable, mild, moderate, and severe. We also added a red line that denotes the average score of all students so that teachers can explicitly compare how much a student lags behind the average student performance.

**Design Requirement 2:** The system should help teachers identify the specific under-performing tasks. After the teacher decides which student profile to look into, they want to determine which testing tasks are under-performing. The existing SLDs pre-screening tools [11, 14, 15, 17, 27, 28] provide information about the performance of each task in three testing categories: word recognition, reading, and writing. Therefore, we designed Panel 2, which presents all one student’s task scores. Panel 2 also provides information about how much a student lags behind the average student performance in each task. Reviewing Panel 2 allows teachers to decide which testing tasks to investigate quickly.

**Design Requirement 3:** The system should help teachers decide which sub-question to investigate. In many SLDs pre-screening tools [13, 24–26, 31], students need to answer multiple sub-questions to complete one task. As a result, students potentially affected by SLDs may spend too much time on one sub-question (even though they might answer it correctly). Therefore, teachers need a convenient way to determine whether the student was in the above situation and further investigate how the student answered this sub-question.

We designed Panel 3 to meet the teachers’ needs. Panel 3 presents the following student data for each sub-question: the correctness rate (including correct, incorrect, and no answer), the time spent on a sub-question, the average time spent on all sub-questions of the same task, and the average time that all students spend on the same sub-question. In addition, we designed a new feature for handwriting tasks - animating the playback of the entire handwriting process. Previous work for pre-screening dysgraphia in English only provided the final screenshot of a student’s handwriting [23]. However, research [10] suggested that analyzing the Chinese character stroke sequence to pre-screen dysgraphia in Chinese is essential. Furthermore, it is also critical to pre-screen dyspraxia in Chinese by identifying slow and curly handwriting process [36]. Therefore, our handwriting animation (as shown in Figure 1, 3.1) helps teachers to pre-screen dysgraphia and dyspraxia in Chinese.

**Design Requirement 4:** The system should help teachers investigate how the student was affected by SLDs. Fung et al.’s pre-screening tool [10] collected more student data than many pre-screening tools for SLDs in an Indo-European language (e.g., English, Spanish) [3, 8, 12, 29, 34]: screenshots of every handwriting Chinese character stroke and videos of the student interacting with the pre-screening tool. As with any disability, no two individuals experience the same difficulties, and some may exhibit signs of more than one SLD. Therefore, this information is helpful for teachers to collect explicit evidence about the common characteristics of SLDs (i.e., short attention span and inadequate memory retrieval). That being said, it is time-consuming for teachers to go through all the videos, especially for Hong Kong special-ed teachers, because they have to manage many student cases.

Special-ed teachers care most about students’ specific spatial movement patterns (e.g., starting to look around the room). However, because the temporal information is rich, we faced a design challenge to break down all the temporal information to reduce visual clutter and avoid visual occlusion.

Inspired by previous timeline designs [16, 35] for analyzing temporal evolution of body movement we broke down the student movement information into three dimensions (i.e., limbs, heads, and body movements) as shown in Figure 1, 4.1. We also visualized the average student movement range and put it alongside the individual student’s movement visualization, as shown in Figure 1, 4.2. The special-ed teachers can then capture the signals in the timeline.
Figure 1: Student Data Visualization Dashboard. Panel 1 shows the overview of student performance. Panel 2 shows the overview of one student’s testing tasks. Panel 3 shows the student data in answering all sub-questions in one task. Panel 3.1 shows the playback of the handwriting recording. Finally, panel 4 shows the visualization of the movement data (Panel 4.1), the comparison between individual and average movements (Panel 4.2), each stroke of the Chinese character in the writing tasks (Panel 4.3), and the video recording of the student movement (Panel 4.4).

Panel 4 also visualizes when and how the student wrote each Chinese character stroke in the writing tasks (as shown in Figure 1, 4.3). This visualization can highlight the situation when a student spent a significant amount of time finishing one Chinese character stroke, which informs the teacher that the student might experience inadequate memory retrieval. The teacher can then go to the corresponding video playback time (as shown in Figure 1, 4.4) to watch how exactly the student behaved.

3 FORMATIVE STUDY: TEACHER FEEDBACK
To form our design, we conducted a formative study with two SENCOs, one special-ed teacher, and one special-ed student-teacher for students with SLDs (3 females, 1 male, between 3 to 30 years of experience in teaching students with SLDs from primary school students to undergraduates, aged from 20 to 55 years old). They have either an education certificate or a bachelor degree in special education. We started by interviewing the participants because they are the key users of the learning analytic visualization tool and have experience in using relevant systems to pre-screen SLDs students. We anticipated that the participants would be able to use their SLDs pre-screening experience to offer valuable insights into our current design. During the study, we demonstrated our prototype to the participants. Our participants’ working languages are Chinese and English, so the system language of our prototype supports these two languages.

The data presented in our dashboard prototype are real data collected by Fung et al. [10] when they invited students to play a game for pre-screening SLDs in Chinese. We post-processed the
We presented a new design of a student data visualization dashboard to help them pre-screen SLDs. We screen-recorded and then transcribed all interviews. We coded the transcriptions and found two design highlights and one design improvement summarized from the teacher feedback.

All SENCos and special-ed teachers mentioned that the student data visualization dashboard could facilitate their pre-screening job. In addition, they appreciated the design of Panel 3 for analyzing dysgraphia and dyspraxia in Chinese and the design of Panel 4 for analyzing the issues of short attention span or inadequate memory retrieval. One special-ed teacher explained why animating the order of handwriting strokes helps, “The stroke order is a characteristic of reading and writing [Chinese words]. We can use it to analyze the student’s sense of spacing. It can provide more evidence for teachers to judge students’ reading and writing problems.” Another special-ed teacher shared a similar opinion, “Children with SLDs might not be aware of the writing grid. So their handwriting is sometimes big or small.”

One special-ed and one SENO pointed out that Panel 4 helped them quickly and explicitly collect the evidence of students having SLDs because “it can record students’ problematic situations like easily distracted, and sitting awkwardly” according to the special-ed teacher. All participants agreed that the time range of a student interacting with the touchscreen (as shown in Figure 1, 4.2) in Panel 4 helped them understand the student thinking process. One special-ed teacher explained, “If the student thinks for a long time but can write a word correctly. The teacher will wonder if the question is too difficult, or the student cannot extract the word because of inadequate memory retrieval.”

According to one SENO and one special-ed teacher, we can improve our tool to help them better analyze the student behaviours when the student looks left and right while halfway finishing the writing task. Noticing that our tool provides both handwriting animation (as shown in Figure 1, 3.1) and video recording (as shown in Figure 1, 4.4), they suggested we synchronously display these two types of playback side by side in Panel 4.

4 CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

We presented a new design of a student data visualization dashboard for SLDs pre-screening. Our design aims to assist Hong Kong SENCos and special-ed teachers with their SLDs pre-screening job so their students can receive SLDs assessment and special interventions in time. We invited two SENCos, one special-ed teacher, and one special-ed student-teacher for a formative study. Our design met their needs for quick pre-screening of students with SLDs in Chinese, especially our designs that fulfill their design requirements of identifying a student’s specific under-performing tasks quickly and collecting evidence about how the student was affected by SLDs. The study participants also suggested a minor design improvement of the visualization dashboard.

In the future, we will recruit more SENCos and special-ed teachers to test the efficacy of our dashboard in their daily job. We will also explore how our dashboard design may benefit SLDs prescreening for other languages (including Indo-European languages). Finally, our work will inspire educational technology designers and developers to leverage our design to provide a better student data visualization dashboard for teachers of students with SLDs.
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